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M

any stamp collectors follow a common path in forming collections:
find an album, locate sources for stamps, and fill the spaces as much as
opportunities or one’s budget will allow. In rare cases, a collector follows a
trajectory that rises above the crowd.
David Wingate was that rare and exceptional collector.
Gifted with an eye for aesthetic quality in both art and philately, Mr. Wingate
applied his talent and resources to the formation of a United States stamp
collection that is extraordinary for its completeness, quality and depth.
A gentleman of humble demeanor, Mr. Wingate was a quiet, yet forceful
presence in stamp auctions during the late 1990s and early years of the 21st
century. He started by filling spaces, but quickly evolved into a knowledgeable
and passionate collector who created his own computer-designed pages to
accommodate the varieties and multiples that appealed to his visual sense and
appreciation of rarity.
Mr. Wingate passed away in 2011 at the age of 90. The collection he formed
will be offered by Siegel Auction Galleries in April 2018, and its importance
cannot be overstated. Many of the greatest rarities and outstanding multiples
in United States philately are found in the Wingate collection.

The Inverted Jenny
Position 86 shows traces of the carmine vertical
centerline at left, has original gum (with slight
glazed spot) and is beautifully centered—the
Wingate stamp is ex Colonel Green, Amos Eno
and Dr. J. A. Graves (“Argentum”)

Unused 24¢ 1869 Invert
Only four 24¢ 1869 Pictorial Inverts are known
in unused condition, one of which is part of the
British Library collection—the unused example
in the Wingate collection is ex H. Houghton
Phillips, Ryohei Ishikawa, and Steven C. Walske
(“Lafayette”)

4¢ Pan-American
Invert Block
This 4¢ Pan-American Invert
block is the finest of the six
recorded blocks of four, the
largest size known.

19th Century Classic Rarities
The rarest stamps issued in the United States from 1847
through 1869 are varieties created during the production
process, either intentionally or accidentally. Pioneering
philatelists carefully classified these varieties and have
refined them for more than a century. The basic issues and
varieties form the basis of the Scott Catalogue and albums
designed to house every stamp.
Shown at right (top to bottom) are a few of the rarest
stamps in the Wingate collection:
• 1851 1¢ Blue Type I Imperforate (Scott 5)
• 1861 12¢ Black First Design (Scott 59)
• 1867 30¢ Orange A Grill (Scott 81)
• 1868 12¢ Black Z Grill (Scott 85E)
• 1869 30¢ Pictorial Inverted Flags (Scott 121b)
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Postmasters’ Provisionals
The first stamps used for postage in the United States
were issued locally by a small number of post offices
from July 1845 until the first federal stamps were issued
in July 1847. The Postmasters’ Provisionals are scarce to
extremely rare, and have been keenly sought after by
generations of collectors.
Shown at left (top to bottom) are:
• Millbury, Massachusetts, 5¢ Black (Scott 7X1)
• St. Louis, Missouri, 5¢ Black on Gray Lilac (Scott 11X4)
• St. Louis, Missouri, 20¢ Black on Gray Lilac (Scott 11X6)
• Brattleboro, Vermont, 5¢ Black (Scott 5X1), the unique
example with full printer’s imprint
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19th Century Classic Multiples
Collecting the classic issues in units of more than one stamp
has been an important part of philately since the 1880s.
During the past half-century, the survival of blocks has been
threatened by dealers and collectors who want high-quality
singles. The existence of multiples—significant artifacts of
the nation’s postal history—is due to the dedication of
collectors such as David Wingate, who collected pairs, strips
and blocks, thus preserving them for future collectors.
Shown above and at right (top to bottom) are several of the
outstanding multiples in the Wingate collection:
• 1859 12¢ Black Plate 3 (Scott 36B) block of 24
• 1847 5¢ Red Brown (Scott 1) block of six
• 1857 1¢ Blue Types III-IIIA (Scott 21-22) block of four
• 1851 1¢ Blue Types Ib-II (Scott 5A-7) Pos. 1-6R1E strip
• 1868 15¢ Black E Grill (Scott 91) block of four
• 1869 24¢ Pictorial (Scott 120) block of six

1875-83 Special Printings
The stamps specially printed for the U.S. Post Office
Department’s program of selling old and current issues to
philatelists include some of the rarest of all United States
stamps. They are known as the “Special Printings,” and
encompass regular-postage and special-purpose stamps—
Postage Due, Official, and Newspapers & Periodicals—
printed by the Continental Bank Note Company in 1875
(on hard paper) and the American Bank Note Company
from 1880 through 1883 (on soft paper).
Shown at right (top to bottom) are a few rare Special
Printing stamps in the Wingate collection:
• 1875 5¢ Taylor, Continental, Hard Paper (Scott 181)
• 1880 5¢ Taylor, American, Soft Paper (Scott 204)
• 1875 $36.00 Newspaper, Continental, Hard Paper
(Scott PR54)—the only recorded example
• 1882 5¢ Garfield, American, Soft Paper (Scott 205C)
• 1883 2¢ Jackson, American, Soft Paper (Scott 211D)
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Early Commemoratives
In 1893 the retail marketing genius and postmaster general
John Wanamaker authorized the first set of stamps intended
for sale to people who would save them as collectibles. The
Columbian Issue, celebrating the 400th anniversary of
Columbus’ voyage to the Americas, is the first of many
commemorative issues. It was followed in 1898 by the
Trans-Mississippi Issue, which paid tribute to the nation’s
westward expansion.
Shown at left (top to bottom) are three superb Mint
Never-Hinged examples:
• 1893 4¢ Columbian Blue Error of Color (Scott 233a)
• 1898 $1.00 and $2.00 Trans-Mississippi (Scott 292
and 293), the $2.00 with Bureau of Engraving & Printing
imprint in the selvage

Paper and Printing Rarities
The Bureau of Engraving & Printing introduced various
methods to increase the production speed and quality of
postage stamps during the period when the third and
fourth Bureau issues were current, from 1908 through the
1920s. Some methods never got past the experimental
phase, such as the use of Bluish Paper in 1909. The introduction of presses with rotary motion and cylindrical plates
created “waste” from the continuous paper roll, which was
perforated and turned into sheets for distribution. Rarities
resulted when rotary sheets were combined with 11-guage
perforations normally found only on flat plate sheets.
Shown at right (top to bottom) are examples of the Bluish
Paper and Rotary Perf 11 rarities:
• 1909 4¢ and 8¢ Bluish Paper (Scott 360 and 363)
• 1923 1¢ Franklin Rotary Perf 11 (Scott 596)
• 1923 1¢ Washington Rotary Perf 11 (Scott 544)
• 1923 2¢ Harding Rotary Perf 11 (Scott 613)
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Mechanization Rarities
The early decades of the 20th century were a period of significant
mechanization of postal functions, including the sale and application
of stamps by machines. Early government experiments with coiled
stamps in rolls and the sale of imperforate sheets to private companies for use in their patented vending and affixing machines produced several major philatelic rarities. They are rare because few
were produced and their existence escaped the attention of most
dealers and collectors at the time of issue.
Shown at left (top to bottom) are a few of the rarest stamps of the
20th century:
• 1908 4¢ Imperforate, Schermack Perfs (Scott 314A)
• 1920 2¢ Type Ia Imperforate, Schermack Perfs (Scott 482A)
• 1908 1¢ Vertical Coil (Scott 316)
• 1911 3¢ Orangeburg Coil (Scott 389)
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